Ringside Picture Reveals Maskless Fans to Police

Those Shown Unmasked Must Contribute to War Work or Face Judge

Were you at the ringside of the Fulton-Meehan bout Saturday night? And in the excitement did you unmask?

If so, get ready to contribute liberally to the United War Work fund or be arrested for violating the mask ordinance.

George Blum, police photographer, yesterday presented Chief of Police White with a print of a ringside photograph. In the foreground were Willie Meehan and Fred Fulton, who were fighting for the war fund, but in the background were some of San Francisco's best known people, including Dr. C. W. Hassler, the health officer.

Many of them were without masks. That is how Chief White knew their identities.

Health Officer Hassler admits his mask may have been dropped a bit while he was smoking a cigar.

The photograph shows the unmistakable features of Supervisor Joseph Muni, George Welch, secretary to Senator Phelan; Justice Michael Roach and Frank Carter, well known in sporting circles.

Then there were many others who failed to wear masks.

Chief White ordered copies of the picture sent to all police stations and the captains are instructed to find the living subjects, extract from them donations to the war fund or arrest them for being maskless.